2022 WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DAY

THEME
STRENGTHENING ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

ACTIVITIES

* Seminar on need to strengthen Environmental Health System in Ghana

* Workshop on Environmental Health repertoire for media personnels

* Organize Public Health Education On Health Tripod Systems

* Quiz Competition for some selected schools

* Route march

KEY MESSAGES

* Avoid open defecation

* Follow hand washing protocols

* Food safety is every one’s business

* Toilet is dignity, own a household toilet

* Water is life, consume potable water

* Stop the consumption of bush meat

* Own a dust bin for proper waste disposal

* Protect oneself, neighbor and entire community

* Indiscriminate waste dumping can lead to disease outbreak

GHANA ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PRACTITIONERS EMBRACES WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DAY CELEBRATION (2022).